




Welcome!
Event Director: Istvan SEBESTYEN

IOF Senior Event Advisor: Erik BOBACH

IOF Assistent Senior Event Advisor: Dorthe HANSEN

National Controllers: Daniel BARKASZ, Sandor FEY

President of Romanian Orienteering Federation: Ionuț PATRAȘ

Tehnical Director & Sprint Course Setter:  Ionuț ZINCĂ







Draft TOM presentation will be available on the JWOC website before each TOM 
https://www.jwoc2023.ro/.

- Final TOM presentations (including Q&A) will be uploaded to IOF Eventor and on 
the JWOC webpage within 30 minutes of the conclusion of the meeting.

https://www.jwoc2023.ro/




- Quarantine check-in will be made when the competitors take the official buses! 

- 15:50 last bus (please be on time, the bus respects the departure time, whoever is 
not on the last bus cannot start and shall be DNS)

-Team members´ presence in the arena before 15:50 is strictly forbidden.

-Start window : 16:30 – 19:24

-Time of approximate top 10 is 19:40. Prize Giving Ceremony estimated at 20:00.



•All team members need to check in until 15:50 at buses.

•No old maps or electronic devices are allowed in the quarantine.

•Toilets only in quarantine 

•The athletes should mark their bags with their accreditation badge.

•Use of GPS watches is forbidden according to Rules 21.4: GPS-enabled devices 
(watches etc.) must not be carried unless the device has been provided by the 
organizer



Staff members in the terrain: All sprint controls will be guarded. Places 
where runners might cross forbidden areas (example: ’’515 uncrossable 
wall’’‚ ’’ 518 uncrossable fance or railing’’  ‚ ’’ 520 area that shall not be 
entered’’) will be guarded and crossing such places will lead to 
disqualification.

Traffic: The roads in the competition area are not closed. Possible 
moving vehicles will be mainly by local residents. It is athletes own 
responsability to keep an eye on traffic.



Arena location: 

Arena Baia Mare, coordinates: 47.647064, 23.571757







’’ Olive green’’ areas - private

Artificial barriers: If existing, artificial barriers in place other than roads 
will be mapped  ’’just’’ as a wall or a fence (’’515 uncrossable wall’’ or ’’ 
518 uncrossable fence or railing’’). In the terrain will find very similar 
way as the image (next slide). Such situations will be demonstrated in 
the model event for Sprint. 





There are gas pipes and other 
metallic objects that cannot are 
not mapped but must be taken 

into consideration. Injuries might 
occur, so we recommend 

attention.



Symbol 411.002 uncrossable vegetation, hedges

Hedges may have passages that are not mapped, if they will be 
used. These will be marked with JWOC tape. Passing through 
these passages will atract disqualification, no matter the width 
of the passage.

Symbol 410.002 Vegetation; fight, hedge it can be crossed if 
found tomorrow during the race.



Hedges passages

Hedges may have 
passages that are mapped 
(like in the right side of the 
photo), if they will be 
used. These will not be 
marked with JWOC tape. 
Passing through these 
passages will not atract 
disqualification.
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A. We have nothing similar tomorrow.



A. All the hedges marked with the symbol 411.002 uncrossable vegetation, hedges 

tomorrow cannot be crossed. We have areas marked with tape where there are

breaches, and we will have referees. Crossing these hedges will result in disqualification.







A. Like at the model event.







Is there a more detalied drawing of the sprint arenas? There are signs that are not 
mentioned in the bulletin, like a yellow L shaped thing on the western side of the arena or 
yellow lines undefined.



On the sprint and Relay maps will the control circles and lines be cut? Do the numbers 
have a thin white frame for easier identifying?



Will there be leaders chair on every race? If yes, what are the rules for behaviour?



Will there be plastic bags for the maps, especially for the forest events? According to 
JWOC manual §22 maps must be sealed in high quality non-reflecting plastic bags.



Is it possible to get extra servings at Hotel Mara, lunch and dinner portions are not 
sufficient for all the runners. Service is also pretty slow and it might cause problems on 
sprint race days.


























